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The Complete All-In-One Platform

The KeepTruckin ELD makes fleet management easy with one central platform for compliance, telematics and video 

monitoring. Whether your fleet is local or over the road, the ELD tracks important data you need every day. 

Stay on top of operations from one 
central dashboard

Access all your important vehicle data in one 

easy interface and set up views for GPS tracking, 

fuel consumption, idling and IFTA reporting. Send 

messages directly from the dashboard to your drivers.

Manage and automate 
compliance tracking 

Keep your CSA scores up and save time on 

reporting with automatic log auditing and 

notifications of HOS errors and violations.

Know the status of your fleet at 
every moment 

Monitor the status of your entire fleet and track 

precise location and performance data in real-time. 

With the reliability of a built-in cellular connection, 

data is continuously delivered to your dashboard. 

Mobile handsets and driver interaction is not required.

Improve safety performance and 
driving habits

Identify dangerous driving behavior including hard 

braking and speeding with driver scorecards and 

critical event reporting.  Add the integrated 

KeepTruckin Smart Dashcam to your ELD and watch 

important video clips right in the dashboard.

Customize your platform with 
industry integrations

Easily connect with your TMS, load boards, 

insurance providers and more with pre-built 

integrations.An open API allows for in-house 

customization and data access.

Eric Stallings
Safety Manager, Sierra Mountain Express

"With KeepTruckin, the support is 24/7. 
We simply call in, hit 2, and immediately 
get on the line with a rep."
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Affordable Pricing

MOST POPULAR

Request
a Quote

Enterprise

per month, per unit*

$35
Pro

per month, per unit*

$20
Starter

MOST POPULAR

Trusted tools for your 

fleet’s essential needs

Advanced safety & 

efficiency features

Integrated, comprehensive 

fleet management

Everything in Starter & Pro

Driver Workflow

Custom Inspections

Premium Support

Everything in Starter

IFTA Reporting

WiFi Hotspot**

Vehicle Diagnostics

Driver Coaching

Facility Insights

Vehicle Utilization

Electronic Logs

Vehicle Inspections

GPS Tracking

ELD Compliance

Geofencing

Request a quote

It takes less than 10 minutes.

Call (855) 434-3564

Simplify fleet management 
with our robust solution

* Subject to upfront hardware costs 
** 500 MB of data per month/unit is included



If you have any questions, give us a call at 855-434-ELOG or send us an email at support@keeptruckin.com

We have a 24x7 active support team that is always available to help you.

4.7/5

500,000+( (

Over 500,000 drivers and 
55,000 fleets trust KeepTruckin 
with their electronic logs. 

Patrick L.

I love the simplicity of keeping 

my logs up to date and ability 

to hit a button to share if 

needed. We even use this app 

when training new drivers.

John F.L
Keeps track of everything, 

saves important documents, 

includes alarms when you

are reaching your HOS limits, 

and breaks.

Lou M.

Amazing app, use it everyday 

and also just had to use DOT 

inpection the other day and 

no problems what so ever.

Lou M.
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